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ESG STATS
• ESG funds are on track for a record year of inflows, raking in over
$21 billion in the first quarter of 2021.
• That’s an acceleration from 2020, when they earned over $51 billion for
the year; 2019, when they accrued $21.4 billion; and 2018, when they saw
about $5.4 billion in inflows.

• US Sustainable Investment Forum reported as of 2020 that 33% of
money professionally managed in the U.S. is invested ‘sustainably,’
at $17 trillion out of $54 trillion.
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WHAT SEPARATES ESG INVESTING FROM OTHER
FORMS OF ‘RESPONSIBLE INVESTING’?
• The ‘Responsible Investing’ world has a lot of buzzwords which have no set meaning.
• To give a general overview of common terms:
• Impact Investing – An umbrella term for investing in a way that balances returns with a desired
social outcome.
• Socially Responsible Investing – Either used as a synonym for ESG, or it represents a less dataintensive means of screening funds for their environmental/social impact.
• Ethical Investing – Investing guided by religious or cultural beliefs.
• Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) Investing – A data driven approach to responsible
investing that attempts to quantify a company’s environmental/social impacts.
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DEFINING ESG DATA
• Environmental
• Environmental statistics include the firm’s energy use, greenhouse gas emissions, waste/pollution
statistics, treatment of animals, natural resource conservation, risk exposure to climate based losses, etc.
• Social
• Social statistics attempt to measure positive social impacts, such as fair hiring practices, employee
satisfaction and engagement, contributing to local economies, taking other stakeholders into account
when making decisions, and using supply chains that also back the same ethics as the parent company.
• Governance
• Governance refers to measures of transparent and honest corporate governance, such as using fair and
transparent accounting methods, giving stockholders a chance to vote on important issues, not having
conflicts of interest with their choice in board members, and not engaging in illegal activities.
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BASICS OF ESG FUNDS
• ESG Funds come in many varieties, with different index makers (MSCI, S&P, etc.),
investment firms, nations, etc. applying different ESG screens that can lead to wide
variances in what is called ESG and what is not.
• ESG funds come in active and passive formats.
• Crucial to understanding an ESG Fund is to determine whether it is “Exclusionary” or
“Integrated”
• Exclusionary: The fund outright excludes firms that engage in certain kinds of business (or that have a
low ESG score). Exclusionary funds can vary quite a bit on what they include or exclude, so study
them closely.
• Integrated: Integrated funds may still invest in low ESG rated firms, but uses ESG criteria to help
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direct the amount of investment into a firm, in addition to other financial factors.

EVOLUTIONS IN ESG DATA
• A major focus in the ESG industry is in finding ways of using non-financial data to help
explain financial data.
• ESG data seeks to explain how a firm uses their financial capital by managing their non-financial
capital, such as their human capital, intellectual capital, etc.

• Additionally, ESG data can also reveal substantial risks that traditional analysis would
not reveal, such as whether a firm is at a high risk of having its assets destroyed by
extreme weather.
• No one currently knows how to fully utilize ESG data to gain a competitive advantage
• The ESG industry believes that as ESG data becomes more standardized and regulated,
that it will become increasingly possible to use ESG to find excess returns.
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CHALLENGES WITH ESG DATA
• ESG data is inconsistent between firms, industries, and nations, and comparing them
is very difficult.
• ESG data is largely gathered on a self-reported basis:
• In most of the world, there are no formal requirements for disclosing most ESG data, no formal
requirements that determine what data to disclose, no standards on how to report ESG data, etc.
• The European Union recently mandated that firms in the Eurozone must disclose ESG data.

• A common concern is that firms “Greenwash” themselves by disclosing distorted
numbers, or only disclosing numbers that are favorable to them.
• However, as the amount of capital flowing into ESG funds increase, firms are
increasingly willing to disclose ESG data so that they can tap into the capital of ESG
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funds.

DOES ESG INVESTING ACTUALLY MAKE THE WORLD
BETTER?
• Indirectly, yes. But investing alone won’t save the world.
• The biggest impact of an ESG equity fund is in impacting a company’s access to capital.
• Companies with high ESG scores get a massive wave of investment from ESG funds, boosting their
share price, thus giving them easier access to capital when they go to get a loan to expand their
business.
• Thus, companies included in ESG funds should be able to expand faster than their low-ESG
competitors.
• Additionally, investors typically do business with the companies they invest in.

• Green Bonds are also critical – green bonds are intended to help finance green
projects and are only available to companies/projects that meet strict requirements.
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DO ESG FUNDS PERFORM WELL?
• This issue is hotly debated and is not straight forward.
• Academic research throughout the 2010s has shown that companies with high ESG
scores generally under perform low ESG companies, and ESG funds can be expected to
underperform total market indexes.
• However, the performance of ESG isn’t so clear cut – actual performance of ESG funds
have trended very closely to their parent indices, with only moderate deviances.
• The individual performance of firms with high ESG ratings isn’t so clear cut either, as
high ESG rated firms generally are a lower investment risk, and this decreased risk may
become more pronounced as climate risk becomes more pronounced.
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RECENT RESEARCH/FINDINGS ON ESG PERFORMANCE
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RECENT RESEARCH CONTINUED
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RESEARCH CONTINUED
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RESEARCH CONTINUED
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A CONTRARY VIEW ON ESG PROFITABILITY
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SO, DO ESG FUNDS PERFORM WELL?
• Academic research over the past decade suggests that ESG performance
should be expected to lag behind total market index investing.
• However, the actual performance of funds based off the major indices
(MSCI, S&P, Bloomberg, Russell, etc.) have been strong and very close to
the performance of the parent index.
• The presenter’s personal opinion: If your tastes align with ESG funds, you
will not be selling your financial future short. However, research your ESG
fund closely to make sure it aligns with your tastes.
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OTHER CRITICISMS OF ESG

• If ESG data is this inconsistent, is it valid?
• Can’t you make a low carbon portfolio w/ a tech and healthcare ETF?
• ESG is too expensive
• Is ESG a scam? How do you know you’re making a difference?
• Does ESG make sense for a cynic who only cares about money?
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SELECTING AN ESG FUND
• The core tenets of Boglehead fund selection remain at play:
• Make sure the fund fits your asset allocation strategy.
• Make sure the fund is the lowest cost necessary to execute your strategy.
• Try to find a fund with the most diversification possible while keeping
within your ESG values.

• Read the fund’s prospectus and other documents closely for
information on its strategy and screening criteria, and ensure that
they align with your own goals and expectations.
• Review the portfolio of firms the fund will invest in – ESG funds are
not created equal and vary greatly in ‘strictness’ of their ESG
screens.
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FINDING ESG FUNDS
• Vanguard – Vanguard has 5 ESG Funds, including the following
•

ESG US Equity (ESGV), ESG International Equity (VSGX), ESG US Corporate Bond ETF (VCEB)

• BlackRock’s iShares – iShares has approximately 30 ESG funds, representing an array of strategies
•

ESG ‘Aware’ – MSCI USA (ESGU), MSCI International (ESGD), MSCI Emerging Markets (ESGD), ESG Aggregate Bond
(EAGG)

•

ESG Screened – S&P 500 (XVV), Mid-Cap (XJH), Small Cap (XJR)

•

ESG ‘Advanced’ – MSCI USA (USXF), MSCI International (DMXF), MSCI Emerging Markets (EMXF), Total US Bond
(EUSB)

• Fidelity – Fidelity advertises 11 ESG funds, with some specialized strategies
•

Sustainable Integration – US Sustainability (FSEBX), International Sustainability (FNIDX), Sustainable Bond (FNDSX)

•

Thematic ETFS – Climate Action Fund (FCAEX), Environment & Alternative Energy (FSLEX), Water Sustainability
(FLOWX)

• Schwab – Schwab currently offers no house-branded ESG funds, and just throws the user into a fund/ETF
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screener of other firms’ ESG funds, or links to a list of ESG funds from other firms.

CONCLUSIONS
• The ESG industry is rapidly evolving. ESG data disclosures are becoming more
common and more regulated, ESG data analysis is growing in complexity, and
investors are growing more accepting of ESG as a viable strategy.
• The debate on ESG performance is ongoing – academically, ESG still needs to prove
itself, but the larger ESG indexes have also tracked very closely to their parent index.
• If your tastes align with ESG investing, you can make an indirect difference in the
world by investing into ESG funds – but investing alone will not save the world.
• Be very selective of an ESG fund – check whether the fund is exclusionary or
integrated, and whether the fund’s theme and strategy match with your tastes.
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